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Thursday, December 4, 2014 
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Petersburg, Alaska 99833 

 

 

Chair: 

Flip Pryor, Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) CF Division, Resource 

Development, Douglas 

ADF&G RPT Representatives: 

 Brian Frenette, Division of Sport Fish (SF), Douglas 

 Lowell Fair, Division of Commercial Fisheries (CF), Fisheries Management, Douglas 

 Ron Josephson, CF, PNP Hatcheries, Juneau 

Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association (SSRAA) RPT Representatives: 

 Chris Guggenbickler, Gillnet, Wrangell 

 John Peckham, Seine, Ketchikan 

 Dave Otte, Troll, Ketchikan 

Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association (NSRAA) RPT Representatives: 

 Mike Nilsen, Gillnet, Petersburg 

 Mitch Eide, Seine, Petersburg 

 Richie Davis, Troll, Juneau 

Non-Regional Hatcheries with a Northern Southeast Region RPT Representative: 

 Rick Focht, Douglas Island Pink and Chum, Inc. (DIPAC) (ex officio) 

Commerce, Community, and Economic Development Representatives: 

 Andy Macaulay, Division of Investments, Juneau (ex officio) 

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service RPT Representatives: 

 Sheila Jacobson, USFS (ex officio)-(teleconference).  

SSRAA Staff: Ketchikan 

 John Burke, General Manager 

 Sue Doherty, Research Manager 

 Bill Gass, Production Manager 

NSRAA Staff: Sitka 

 Steve Reifenstuhl, General Manager 

ADF&G Staff: 

 Judy Lum, SF, Douglas 

 Patrick Fowler, SF, Petersburg 

 Dan Grey, CF, Sitka 

 Troy Thynes, CF, Petersburg 

 Andy Piston, CF, Ketchikan 

 Steve Heinl, CF, Ketchikan 

 Scott Forbes, CF, Juneau 

 Dave Harris, CF, Juneau 

 Kevin Clark, CF, Petersburg 



 Dave Gordon, CF, Sitka 

 

Other Participants: 

 Kathy Hansen, SEAFA, Juneau 

 Bart Watson, Armstrong-Keta Inc., Juneau 

 Ian Fisk, Armstrong-Keta Inc., Juneau 

 Tom Gemmell, USAG, Juneau 

 Max Worhatch, USAG, Petersburg 

 Steve Rottler, gillnet, Wrangell 

 Carl Peterson, Chum Trollers Association/troll, Sitka 

 Linda Danner, CTA/troll, Sitka 

 Bill Auger, USAG, Ketchikan 

 B. J. King, USAG, Seattle 

 Nyle Thomas, SEAS, Petersburg 

 Joel Randrup, gillnet, Petersburg 

 J. Andy Knight, fisherman, Petersburg 

 Jim Becker, DIPAC board, Juneau 

 Bob Martin, gillnet, Petersburg 

 Mark Roberts, troll, Petersburg 

 Steve Enge, troll 

 Joe Viechnicki, reporter, Petersburg 

    

1.0 Call to order.  Flip Pryor called the meeting to order at 9:01 a.m. 

 

2.0 Introduction/Public Comment.  Pryor noting the meeting was being recorded for the purpose of 

keeping the minutes. Comments from the public were accepted throughout the meeting. 

 

3.0 Amend or approve agenda.  No additions were made to the draft agenda. 
 

Action: Guggenbickler MOVED and Peckham SECONDED to recommend APPROVAL of the 

agenda. VOTE: the motion was CARRIED by unanimous consent. 

 

4.0 Review recommendations from the April 8, 2014 meeting in Juneau.  

 

Southern Southeast Regional Planning Team 

 

1) Carried a motion to recommend approval of a SSRAA permit alteration request (PAR) to 

increase Chickamin River stock king salmon capacity at Whitman Lake Hatchery from 1.5 

million to 2.1 million green eggs and add Ketchikan Creek as a remote release site for up to 

100,000 smolt, with the remaining smolt from this increase released at Neets Bay. The 

commissioner approved the requested permit alteration. 

2) Carried a motion to recommend approval of a SSRAA PAR to add Anita Bay as a remote release 

site for fall coho salmon from Burnett Inlet Hatchery. The commissioner approved the requested 

permit alteration. 

3) Carried a motion to recommend approval of a Prince of Wales Hatchery Association (POWHA) 

PAR to add eight million chum salmon eggs to the Port Saint Nicholas Hatchery permit and add 



Port Asumcion as a remote release site. The commissioner approved the requested permit 

alteration. 

4) Carried a motion to recommend approval of a POWHA PAR to add Port Asumcion as remote 

release site for up to 250,000 Klawock River Hatchery coho salmon. The commissioner 

approved the requested permit alteration. 
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5) Carried a motion to recommend approval of a Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture 

Association (NSRAA) PAR to amend the conditional Hidden Falls Hatchery permit which 

allows 45 million chum salmon eggs to be taken for Gunnuk Creek Hatchery to allow 55 million 

chum salmon eggs to be taken for Gunnuk Creek Hatchery. The commissioner approved the 

requested permit alteration. 

6) Carried a motion to recommend approval of a NSRAA PAR to add 30 million chum salmon eggs 

to the Sawmill Creek Hatchery permit and add Crawfish Inlet as a remote release site. The 

commissioner approved the requested permit alteration. 

7) Carried a motion to recommend approval of a NSRAA PAR to add Crawfish Inlet as a remote 

release site for up to 600,000 Andrews Creek stock king salmon smolt to the Medvejie Creek 

Hatchery permit. The commissioner approved the requested permit alteration. 

8) Carried a motion to recommend approval of an Armstrong Keta, Incorporated (AKI) PAR to 

increase pink salmon capacity from 85 million to 105 million eggs and add Port Herbert as a 

remote release site for progeny from up to 55 million eggs to the Port Armstrong Hatchery 

permit. The commissioner approved the requested permit alteration. 

 

Joint Southeast Regional Planning Team 

 

9) Carried a motion to approve a letter on the status of allocation of enhanced salmon in Southeast 

Alaska and submit it to the commissioner. The letter was submitted to the commissioner. 

 

 

5.0 Approve minutes from April 8, 2014 meeting in Juneau.  

 

The SSRAA gillnet representative noted there was an omission of a statement made by the SSRAA 

troll representative that Alaska Trollers Association (ATA) was oppossed to the Armstrong Keta, 

Incorporated (AKI) pink salmon project. The chair agreed to review the recording and add a 

statement indicating ATA’s opposition to the AKI pink salmon increase. 

 

Action: Josephson MOVED and Frenette SECONDED to recommend APPROVAL of the minutes 

from the April 8, 2014 meeting in Juneau, which would include an amendment that adds ATA’s 

opposition to the project. VOTE: the vote unanimously CARRIED.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.0 Action Items: 
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6.1 SSRAA PAR to increase permitted capacity of Burnett Inlet Hatchery from 25 million to 31 

million summer chum salmon eggs. 

 

 Introduction: (John Burke, General Manager, SSRAA) Neets Bay Hatchery is currently operating 

at “red line” for chum salmon production. Neets Bay Hatchery currently provides all the eggs for 

SSRAA summer chum salmon programs. Some years it is hard to get enough broodstock into the 

raceways to provide enough eggs for the current programs. Increasing the egg-take number is not 

simply a matter of placing more fish behind the barrier net. Due to high water temperatures in the 

bay (60-65
o
 F average surface temps), broodstock need to be captured close to the barrier net. Inside 

the barrier net, the fish have 10-14 days before they are too weak to navigate the creek to get up into 

the raceways. The fish do not recruit well into the raceways during periods of very high or very low 

water flows in the creek, which leads to increased mortality behind the barrier net. Broodstock have 

to be parceled over the barrier net during the 25 days it takes to accomplish the egg take. Broodstock 

are being put over the barrier net from about July 18 to about August 14
th

, even if cost recovery or 

common property fisheries are occurring in the bay. The number of eggs that can be collected at 

Neets Bay Hatchery is limited by recruitment into the raceways, not the number of broodstock put 

over the barrier net. Taking an additional six million eggs for the Port Asumcion program would put 

additional strain on Neets Bay Hatchery. Putting six million eggs at Burnett Inlet Hatchery would 

provide a backup for Neets Bay Hatchery. Burnett Inlet Hatchery has a steep pass that goes directly 

into saltwater that is not subject to the same variables as Neets Bay Hatchery. 

 

 Discussion:  This spring, POWHA obtained a permit to hatch up to six million chum salmon eggs at 

Port Saint Nicholas Hatchery and release the progeny at Port Asumcion to help cover the costs of the 

Klawock River Hatchery coho salmon program. Klawock River Hatchery is currently permitted to 

take five million coho salmon eggs, but historically has not had very strong returns. About four years 

ago, POWHA made some significant changes to improve their program. The last two years of coho 

salmon returns have been very large compared to any previous year’s production. SSRAA has 

committed to support POWHA for up to $500,000 a year for the next three years. SSRAA is the 

most likely source for chum salmon eggs for the Port Asumcion program. Other possible sources are 

Port Armstrong Hatchery or Tamgass Creek Hatchery (Metlakatla). The primary purpose of this 

request is to provide a backup to Neets Bay Hatchery, which in return provides the best opportunity 

to have chum salmon eggs available for POWHA if they request them. 

 

Action: Josephson MOVED and Peckham SECONDED to recommend APPROVAL of the 

SSRAA PAR to increase permitted capacity of Burnett Inlet Hatchery from 25 million to 31 million 

summer chum salmon eggs.  VOTE:  the motion was unanimously CARRIED.  
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6.2 Review an emergency permit alteration made in the summer of 2014 that allowed Medvejie 

Creek Hatchery to collect an additional 10 million chum salmon eggs for release at Deep Inlet. 

 

 Introduction: (Steve Reifenstuhl, General Manager, NSRAA) Hidden Falls Hatchery takes 24 

million summer chum salmon eggs that get transferred to Medvejie Creek Hatchery as eyed eggs and 

are later released at Deep Inlet. In 2014, a full complement of broodstock was collected at Hidden 

Falls Hatchery, but 30,000 fish were lost behind the barrier net because weather patterns would not 

allow them to recruit into the raceways in a timely manner. In early September, Medvejie Creek 

Hatchery received an emergency permit alteration to take an additional 10 million fall chum salmon 

eggs to compensate for a shortage at Hidden Falls Hatchery.  Hidden Falls Hatchery transferred 14 

million summer chum salmon eggs to Medvejie Creek Hatchery to cover the balance of the 24 

million chum salmon eggs needed for the program.  

 

Discussion: Both Medvejie Creek Hatchery and Hidden Falls Hatchery chum salmon are annually 

released at Deep Inlet so shifting 10 million eggs from one stock to the other does not add any 

additional management concerns. NSRAA would like to use Medvejie Creek Hatchery as a 

permanent backup for the Hidden Falls Hatchery Deep Inlet chum salmon release program. After 

some discussion on protocol, a motion was made to recommend to the commissioner that the permit 

alteration made in 2014 become permanent.  

 

Action: Eide MOVED and Nilsen SECONDED to recommend APPROVAL of a motion to 

recommend the Medvejie Creek Hatchery permit be altered to allow up to 10 million fall stock eggs 

be taken at Medvejie Creek Hatchery to substitute for shortfall at Hidden Falls Hatchery for up to 10 

million eggs of the 24 million egg goal destined for release at Deep Inlet. VOTE:  the motion 

CARRIED unanimously.  

 

6.3 NSRAA PAR to add Gunnuk Creek as remote release site for up to 200,000 king salmon smolt 

to the Hidden Falls Hatchery permit.  

 

Introduction: (Steve Reifenstuhl, General Manager, NSRAA) This permit alteration would give 

NSRAA the option to release up to 200,000 Hidden Falls Hatchery king salmon smolt in front of 

Gunnuk Creek. Currently, 600,000 king salmon smolt are reared in saltwater at Hidden Falls 

Hatchery. If this permit alteration is granted and the NSRAA board recommends this release, 

200,000 king salmon smolt would be held in freshwater before being transferred to the Gunnuk 

Creek release site. Holding the king salmon in freshwater will displace some of the current coho 

salmon production. This release could be used to test marine survivals and common property 

interception rates, as well as benefit the community of Kake. Gunnuk Creek Hatchery has a weir in 

the creek just above the intertidal zone and there is also a natural fish barrier a short distance above 

the hatchery. 

 

 Discussion: The run timing would be the same, but hopefully commercial troll interception would 

be greater than it is for fish returning to Hidden Falls Hatchery. There was some discussion on the 

options for a cleanup fishery. Saltwater fishing falls under sport fish regulations and a personal use 

fishery could be used in freshwater if needed. 



 

Action: Eide MOVED and Davis SECONDED to recommend APPROVAL of a NSRAA PAR to 

add Gunnuk Creek as a remote release site for up to 200,000 king salmon smolt to the Hidden Falls 

Hatchery permit. VOTE: the motion CARRIED unanimously.  
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6.4 Discuss Calculation of the Allocation Value. 

 

 Introduction: The way the allocation value is calculated is under review to determine if a different 

protocol could be used to more accurately calculate king and coho salmon values. A meeting was 

held after the April RPT meeting with members of the department, including members of the 

Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission (CFEC) and hatchery association representation. The RPT 

has asked to see troll caught king salmon values calculated by season. Those values could be 

calculated by CFEC using fish ticket prices, but those values would not contain post season 

adjustments captured when fish values are calculated using Commercial Operator’s Annual Reports 

(COAR). To adjust for this, it is has been proposed to take the difference between the fish ticket 

calculated price and the COAR calculated price (expressed as a percentage) and apply it to the 

seasonal calculations. It is yet to be determined if this difference should be applied to all seasons or 

just the summer season. The current method used for calculating coho salmon value underestimates 

the contribution value of associations with late returning fish because coho salmon weights get larger 

as the season progresses. Coho salmon value can be calculated by district and time using coded wire 

tag data and cross referencing with a fish ticket query. 

  
 Discussion: The current method of calculating the value of all species of hatchery-produced salmon: 

the associations calculate the number of fish contributed to each gear group; CFEC calculates the 

region wide average price and weight for the season (except SSRAA provides the weights for 

SSRAA chum salmon). Using separate weights for SSRAA chum salmon overvalues the regional 

weight for chum salmon because the larger SSRAA chum salmon weights have not been removed 

from the regional weight calculation. Finding an acceptable protocol that incorporates chum salmon 

weights by area would improve the value calculation of chum salmon. Finding a method for 

calculating contribution using weight by district by time, would more accurately represent each 

association’s contribution to value for king and coho salmon than the current method of using 

number of fish and average regional weight and price. A reference was made to the allocation report 

that was distributed via e-mail before the meeting (Joint Southeast Regional Planning Team 

Summary on Allocation of Hatchery-Produced Salmon Calculation in Southeast Alaska, 2014. 

Appendix 1: Calculation of Salmon Ex-Vessel Prices by Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission) 

“There are two sources of data used to calculate the estimates: ADF&G Commercial Operator’s 

Annual Reports (COAR), and ADF&G fish tickets themselves. COAR reports are required of all 

processors who purchase fish and summarize a buyer’s ex-vessel purchases by year. COAR is a 

valuable source of data because in many cases prices are not present on salmon fish tickets. 

Moreover, COAR specifically captures post-season adjustments and bonuses the buyer might have 

paid fishermen. As such, COAR is the preferred source of data used by CFEC to calculate ex-vessel 

price”. 5 AAC 33.364 Southeast Alaska Area Enhanced Salmon Allocation Management Plan 

states, “The value of the enhanced salmon harvested each year shall be determined by the 

department based on data from the Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission.” If the allocation 



value calculation is to be changed, but still operate under the current regulation, we need to establish 

a protocol that will allow us to ask CFEC to produce data that accurately addresses our concerns. If 

the allocation calculation is changed to the point the data is not (or cannot) be calculated by CFEC, 

then a Board of Fish action will be required to change the regulation to describe the desired protocol. 

 

Action: Guggenbickler MOVED and Nilsen SECONDED to create a group, including CFEC, to 

look at potential discrepancies in assessing allocation values, within reason, to further refine data for 

a more accurate model. VOTE: the motion CARRIED by a vote of 5-1. 

 

6.5 Should the Allocation Task Force be reconvened to open up discussion of the Southeast 

Enhanced Salmon Allocation Plan? 

 

Introduction: This was an unresolved topic of discussion from the previous RPT meeting in Juneau 

to have the RPT reconvene the Allocation Task Force. A somewhat related board proposal (Prop 

175) recommends “a task force be set up by the board”.  

 

Discussion: There is less urgency to reconvene the task force than there was when the RPT meeting 

let out in April. The necessity of the task force is dependent on the RPT discussions of the board 

proposals.  

 

Action: No action was taken. There was a discussion about coming up with a report for the board 

meeting in February to explain why the RPT feels reconvening the task force or changing the plan is 

not necessary. John Peckham was going to start the process and the chair will coordinate the 

document with the rest of the RPT members. 

 

6.6 Review of Alaska Board of Fisheries proposals. 

 

 Introduction: Since the allocation plan was established , the RPT has taken on the responsibility of 

making board proposals and making recommendations to the board concerning proposals that affect 

the allocation of enhanced salmon. The last two board cycles, the recommendations came in the 

form of an “industry consensus” letter. This cycle, board proposals will be reviewed separately. 

 

 The department members of the Joint RPT abstain from voting on proposals with direct allocation 

implications. Voting on all board proposals was done by the six gear group representatives.  

 

Proposals 183, 186, 187, and 190 

 

Discussion: Southeast Alaska Seiners Association (SEAS) and United Southeast Alaska Gillnetter’s 

Association (USAG) signed an agreement concerning board proposals. These proposals are in 

regards to management language in Anita Bay, Deep Inlet, and Southeast Cove Terminal Harvest 

Areas, as well as Amalga Harbor Special Harvest Area. There was discussion about Proposal 183 

and whether it is appropriate to use the operator generated preliminary allocation numbers for 

triggering the rotation schedule. The rotation schedule is determined during the March NSRAA 

board meeting. Discussion around Proposal 187 centered on intent of the proposal, which is to bring 

the gillnet fleet into the discussion if they fall below their allocative range. 

 



Action: Guggenbickler MOVED and Eide SECONDED to SUPPORT the proposals mentioned in 

the SEAS/USAG agreement. VOTE:  the motion CARRIED unanimously. 

 

Proposal 225 

 

 Discussion: Proposal 225 concerns the enhanced chum salmon troll opportunity in districts 12 and 

14. The fishery creates and opportunity for the troll fleet to harvest enhanced salmon and allows for 

more data to be collected on the effects of the fishery. The RPT’s intent is to support Proposal 225 

and recommend no action be taken on similar Proposals 226 and 227. 

 

Action: Peckham MOVED and Eide SECONDED to SUPPORT changing the sunset clause [in the 

enhanced chum salmon management plan 5 AAC 29.114] to December 31, 2017.  VOTE:  the 

motion CARRIED unanimously. 

 

Proposals 193, 199, and 200 

 

Discussion: These proposals close portions of Chatham Straits and would curtail seine opportunities 

for Hidden Falls Hatchery chum salmon. 

 

Action: Peckham MOVED and Eide SECONDED to OPPOSE Proposals 193, 199 and 200 

because they restrict access to chum salmon returns to Hidden Falls Hatchery. VOTE: the motion 

CARRIED unanimously. 

 

Proposals 177, 179, 181, and 184 

 

Discussion: These proposals were submitted by NSRAA, SSRAA and ADF&G. Each of these 

proposals concern management plans within an SHA/THA (177-Mist Cove, 179-Hidden Falls, 181-

Neck Lake, and 184-Kendrick Bay). Proposal 178 is a repeat of Proposal 177. 

 

Action: Peckham MOVED and Davis SECONDED to recommend to APPROVE Proposals 177, 

179, 181 and 184. VOTE: the motion CARRIED unanimously. 

 

Proposals 175 and 176. 

 

Discussion: The RPT consider these proposals “opening up the allocation plan”. Alaska Trollers 

Association (ATA) submitted a letter in opposition to Proposals 175 and 176. ATA further stated a 

preference to work with the other gear groups within the current RPT and association board system 

to solve allocation imbalances. Proposal 176 was submitted by the Chum Trollers Association 

(CTA). A CTA representative clarified that proposal 176 does not change the allocation plan; it has 

to do with enforcing action when imbalance occurs.  

 

Action: Eide MOVED and Davis SECONDED to OPPOSE Proposal 175 and 176. VOTE: the 

motion CARRIED unanimously. 

 

 

 



Proposals 182 and 185 

 

Discussion: The RPT submitted these proposals as placeholders. Action is needed to clarify the 

RPT’s position to the board. 

 

Action:  Peckham MOVED and Eide SECONDED to WITHDRAW Proposals 182 and 185. 

VOTE: the motion CARRIED unanimously. 

 

 

7.0 Information and Discussion Items. 

 

 

7.1 Armstrong Keta, Incorporated’s hatchery expansion plans. 

 

Introduction: (Bart Watson, General Manager, Armstrong Keta, Inc.) AKI plans to submit a PAR at 

the spring RPT meeting to alter Port Armstrong Hatchery’s permit with a 30 million chum salmon 

egg increase and add Port Lucy as a remote release site. This idea has been discussed for several 

years. The department wanted to see the results of a return from full production releases before 

considering another increase. That has occurred and there does not appear to be any issues. The 

increase will require some capital expansion which includes expanding the incubation building and 

purchasing net pens and incubator boxes. Anyone who may have issues with this plan should contact 

Bart before the spring meeting. 

 

Discussion: The plan is to ask for a small special harvest area at the head of the bay to do cost 

recovery behind the troll fishery. AKI could benefit from additional cost recovery revenue and 

provide additional allocation value to the trollers. There is a little bit of overlap between the Unuk 

River stock king salmon return and the Port Armstrong Hatchery chum salmon return, but the gear 

and trolling methods necessary to catch both species differs enough that it should not create a 

problem for either fishery. If the PAR is approved, AKI would like to take the additional eggs in 

2015. 

An additional topic of discussion; AKI has submitted a management feasibility analysis (MFA) 

request for Little Port Walter Hatchery (LPWH). An MFA is the first step to applying for a hatchery 

permit. AKI is not planning on taking ownership of the hatchery, but the permit would allow AKI to 

hatch eggs for AKI programs at the LPWH site. Little Port Walter Hatchery (a federally run facility 

that has been operating since 1934) has been subjected to budget cuts and has some water and space 

available for AKI programs. Currently, LPWH is working to develop the Keta River king salmon 

broodstock program. These king salmon grow larger and faster than the stocks of king salmon 

currently in hatchery production in Southeast Alaska. 

 

7.2 Forest Service Fish Pass Construction and Maintenance Update.  

 

Introduction: (Sheila Jacobson, Forest Fish Biologist, U.S. Forest Service) Sheila handed out a 

spreadsheet of the Tongass National Forest fish pass construction and repair schedule for 2014-2019. 

There are a total of 70 modifications made on 51 individual stream systems. Currently, larger 

maintenance needs on existing structures are the priority.  

 



Discussion: The Davidson Creek project, outside of Juneau, is scheduled for modification work on 

the barrier falls in 2015. The NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act) document is currently out 

to gather public input on the project. Step pools will be blasted into the barriers that could open up 

21 miles of coho salmon habitat. Modification work was done in 1990-91. Bioenhancement work 

was done in 1993-94 (50,000 fry per year), in cooperation with DIPAC, using Fish Creek (Taku 

River) coho salmon stock, which is the current coho salmon stock used at Macaulay Salmon 

Hatchery. DIPAC is provided the funding for the work next year. Because the barrier is close to 

saltwater, which lowers the probability of colonization, the Forest Service would like to use 

bioenhancement again after this work is completed. Salt Creek (outside Ketchikan) is also in a public 

review phase in the Saddle Lakes Timber Sales project document. Removing the partial barrier 

opens up five miles and a 106 acre lake of coho salmon habitat. A new site on the north fork of 

Freshwater Creek (near Hoonah) is under initial stages of review. Removing this full barrier opens 

up six miles of habitat. 

 

7.3 Petersburg High School pink salmon program update.  

 

Joni Johnson, a teacher at Petersburg High School, as well as two of her students, gave a 

presentation on the aquaculture class offered at the school. The class objectives are to learn about 

hatchery management, salmon life cycles, and commercial fisheries. The program became in 1981 as 

a way to connect students with the fisheries that are important to the town. The hatchery is located at 

water treatment facility. The project is allowed to take up to 30 pair of pink salmon gametes under 

an ADF&G propagation permit. Pink salmon are released at Sandy Beach Creek. Crystal Lake 

Hatchery coho salmon are used as a backup egg source for the program. Former students have gone 

on to work in aquaculture or became commercial fishermen.  

 

8.0 Additional Business:  

 

 Steve Reifenstuhl, General Manager, NSRAA showed the estimated hatchery-produced 

salmon value presentation that he showed at the net task force meetings. Preliminary data 

using NSRAA (including Sheldon Jackson Hatchery releases in Deep Inlet), SSRAA, and 

DIPAC numbers estimate the value to $35.5 million. That breaks down to approximately $7 

million Troll value (20%), $17 million Gillnet value (47%), and $12 million Seine value 

(33%).  

 The Yakutat Region’s Comprehensive Salmon Plan has been finalized. 

 

9.0 Next meeting is scheduled for April 8,
 
2015 in Ketchikan. 

 

10.0  Adjourn the meeting at 1:45 p.m.  

 

 

 


